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We are delighted to present you an inspiring and enlightening overview of
fashion information for spring summer 2020. The layout of the Première Vision
Paris fashion spaces and the creation of 11 inspirational forums help us provide
you a precise analysis and keys to interpreting the season by fashion highlights,
with a selection of the season’s must-have products.
The season’s transversal forum, S/S20 PV PERSPECTIVES, showcases
Première Vision’s seasonal colour and material choices. It presents a strong
seasonal direction common to the fabric, leather, decoration, textile design and
accessories activity sectors. It also presents the shared colour range, devised in
collaboration with Première Vision’s expert international partners, and conveys the
trends to keep in mind for harmonies, visuals, handles and behaviours.
The 10 other forums, organised either by activity sector, with their individual
“SELECTION” spaces, or by market destination, are fashion information areas
featuring a selection of products chosen from the creative and innovative
collections of this season’s exhibitors.
A particularly cutting-edge focus on Sport & Tech can be found in Hall 6,
featuring a “Happy Performance” theme, where information has been structured
to tie the various material and sport innovations with a selection of silhouettes.

p 05. PV PERSPECTIVES
p 11. FABRICS
p 17. LEATHER

We wish you all wonderful discoveries!

p 21. ACCESSORIES
p 25. DESIGNS
p 27. SMART CREATION
CHROMA © LAURA KNOOPS

The Première Vision fashion team
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Highlights for eco-responsible fashion products - yarns, fabrics, leathers and
accessories - can be discovered in dedicated “SMART CREATION” areas in each
forum.

p 09. YARNS & KNITWEAR
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PV
PERSPECTIVES
PV PERSPECTIVES · HALL 5

PV PERSPECTIVES · HALL 5

HALL 5

PV PERSPECTIVES · HALL 5

PV PERSPECTIVES · HALL 5

PV
PERSPECTIVES

HALL 5

The season’s highlights and fashion directions, illustrated
with fabrics, leathers, accessories and decorative designs
selected by the Première Vision fashion team.

Spring summer 2020 calls for a committed, conspicuous,
different and disruptive fashion season.

beneficial
LIGHTNESS

invigorating
AGILITY

joyful
IMPACT

Deliberately choosing lightness, happily
throwing off constraint, opting for easy-living
fashions that put you in a good mood.
Marvelling at these skinny materials, these
finely aerated textures, these filtered colours
to layer, which poetically envelop and reveal,
yet remain devoid of sentimentality. A story
to transform into refined, technical and
effervescent clothing heralding an optimistic
zeitgeist.

Giving life to fashion that moves, affording
it an everyday mobility and gracefully responding
to the need for well-being. Textiles and skins move
and sculpt the body, for clothing that’s set entirely
free. Colours are shifting and absolutely undecided.
Naturals surpass themselves, integrating the gains
of sporting apparel to leave behind any caricature
of rusticity. Dynamic fashion that makes forthright
strides into the world of elegance, re-boosts
tailoring and invigorates couture.

Uncompromising but with great flair, products
up the tone and their colours. Decorations saturate
surfaces to the point of overflowing, and handles
resolutely mark their difference.
Their energy is exhilarating, inviting a supremely
maverick expressivity. With a dash of brio,
eco-consciousness steps brazenly into this anythingbut-discreet fantasy. Fashion in search of extreme
personalisation and aesthetic commitment will find
ways to flourish and venture off. Far off.

6
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Studio KH · © Première Vision S.A. Reproductions prohibited, all rights reserved.

Highlights for spinning and flatbed knitwear.
Yarns for wovens, circular knits and flatbed knits.
Creative stitch development and garment ideas
for flatbed knitwear.

PREMIÈRE VISION YARNS
ENGAGED COMMITMENT
The continued commitment to sustainability
pushes a greater shift towards considered
sourcing and development, whilst allowing for fun,
responsible creativity. Demonstrating a transparency
of the production cycle of manufacturing, from fibre
choice, processing and finishing with an openness
and clear simplicity. New technologies offer
improved well-being through functionality, flexibility
and durability whilst remaining sustainable.

SHIFTED TACTILITY
Activating a multisensory experience through
combining the visual and tactile, provoking a sense
of surprise with enhanced sensory richness that
contradicts touch with sight. Creating a desire
to interact with a wider variety of fibres, yarns
and materials to enhance and modify handles.
Yarns and knits display a rawness evoking a real
identity, from refined and sensual handles to more
pronounced novelties.

Y A R N S & K N I T W E A R - H A L L 6 A I S L E H  

YARNS & KNITWEAR - HALL 6 AISLE H

YARNS
& KNITWEAR

HALL 6 - AISLE H

DISRUPTIVE AESTHETIC
Allowing creativity to overflow in yarns with
disruptive decorative aspects. Visually enticing
effects that offer a humour and energy in both
colour techniques and spinning novelties. Surfaces
are less discreet with a bolder, highly visible
quality and distinct decorative impact, presenting
a powerful graphic frankness. A generous approach
with a new fluidity and sensuality harnessing light
and lustre.

LIPACO (PT) 6E53

CHANGE
Exploring the idea of Change for Spring summer 2020, we
seek a dynamic engagement with emotion, experimenting
with new materials and technologies to heighten their
disruptive impact. Knitwear invites us to change our
perceptions, to look beyond convention in search
of a greater empathy and synergy between wearer
and product. Taking a sustainable approach to yarns,
stitch and garment development.
8
KYORENE ® GRAPHENE FIBER & YARN (CN) Wearable Lab

The concept of change flows dynamically
through knitwear, evaluating and provoking a new
dialogue between yarn, knitwear and the wearer.
Adjusting the mindset and adaptability
of knitwear to allow a more sustainable approach
utilizing seamless constructions to reduce waste
and increase efficiency, extending the garment’s
lifespan and use through developing multiple
functionality.

9

Garments offer a changed sensory
experience though creating provocative
surfaces from bursting textures to polished
gleam, using unexpected combinations
of smooth and multi-dimensional constructions
that can expose or alter shapes and form.
Changing the appearance, remodeling bodies
and shapes by manipulating structures and forms
to affirm a body consciousness. Augmenting
volume and drape to break with conventional
knitwear. Femininity is exaggerated through
the use of fluidity and transparency.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

PREMIÈRE VISION
MANUFACTURING KNITWEAR

SPORT
& TECH

HALL 6

Highlights for the sports, outdoors,
skiwear, athleisure, activewear
and workwear markets: innovative
and powerful knits and wovens.
Highlights for eco-friendly products.

Without adjusting any of its expectations, the sports world is adopting a subtler,
fresher aesthetic and a more joyful experience. New and diverse activities - whether
tied to nature or practiced in the city - are broadening its scope. Cycling, from everyday
to mountain biking, continues to diversify. Indoor and outdoor climbers defy gravity.
Running and trekking join in a quest for the thrill of adventure. Technological advances
accommodate the sport world’s changing needs. Fabrics and cuts - as effective as they
are sophisticated - are also increasingly eco-friendly and tied in to fashion.

FA B R I C S · S P O R T & T E C H - H A L L 5

FA B R I C S · H A L L 5

FABRICS
SELECTION

HALL 5 & 6

P.14 SPORT &TECH
P.15 FANCIES
P.16 ESSENTIALS

OUTDOORS, BIKING
AND EXTREME SPORTS

RUNNING
AND ATHLEISURE

MULTIPLE HIGH RESISTANCE
Supple “shield” weaves, stretchy
and high-tenacity knits, truly fine textiles with
undetectable properties.

HEAVENLY LAYERS
Close-to-nothing ultra-lightweights with
a frosty, almost opaque semi-transparency.
Super-compactable, water-repellent or windproof,
just right for all everyday sports looking for
reduced weight.

TECHNICAL NATURALS
Wool, cottons and linen (a newcomer) pair an
elegant look with uncompromising performance,
at a minimum breathable and rain/wind-resistant.
Yarn-dyed patterns are inspired more by shirtings
than woollens.

URBAN AND LIFESTYLE
NAUTICAL RUBBER
Blackout and supple coatings to block out cold
and rain; rubber boots, sailor-style oilskins inspire
city parkas and jackets.
PROTECTIVE MATTNESS
Polyamide blends with the dryness of cotton
and crispiness of paper, rainproof and sufficiently
performant for city or lifestyle outdoor wear.
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CONCORDIA TEXTILES (BE) 6J18
NILBA TEKSTIL (TR) 5C8 5D7

REFINED SHINE
Gently scintillating yarns for surfaces dappled
with light, deep satiny textiles, wet gleam, pearly
and iridescent motion, colourful or fanciful
retro-reflectives.

SWIMWEAR
AND WELLNESS
SHEATHING AND BODY MAPPING KNITS
Elastane-rich, muscular, high compression
knits with a hold similar to that of wovens. Knit
jacquards and pre-placements for body-mapping
items.
TECH FINENESS
Fast-dry voiles and crepon for retro fun
swimwear and beachwear, tender and fresh
second-skins for wellness, ethereal wools for
a natural cooling sensation right next to the skin.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

HIGH-PERFORMANCE SUPPLENESS
Silent and soft 2-layers and 3-layers.
Flexible and malleable materials adapted to
the most demanding practices: biking, hiking,
ultra-trail running, etc.

A joyous, exuberant energy galvanises spring summer 2020. Patterns boast
freely drawn lines or brush strokes, scales are big, grounds are light, even
translucent, and colours as sparkling as they are experimental! Decoration
for everyday is refocused on tops, dresses and pants. Evening fantasies have
calmer graphics, and tend to visual softness and tactile effects. Surfaces
are evenly illuminated, adorned with iridescent reflections.

FA B R I C S - FA N C Y - H A L L 5

The season’s decoration highlights,
illustrated in prints, jacquards, yarn-dyeds,
lace and embroidery. Key decorations
for everyday and dressy fashions.

F A B R I C S    F A N C Y - H A L L 5

FANCIES
SELECTION

HALL 5

FLOWERY IMPACT
Flowers for spring summer 2020 aren’t playing
in a dainty register! They’re loud and colourful,
drawn with large, worked-up, overflowing and
excessive strokes, or striking in forceful flat-tint
versions. Familiar flowers, garden and market
flowers, armfuls of pansies, anemones, daisies
and ox-eye daisies generously swirl and bloom
on colourful, fluid or transparent grounds. In
jacquards highlighted with fluorescent accents,
they readily veer to an artificial look; and in laces,
they sting! The season’s flowers are expressed
equally well and strongly in pop, bicolour or
tricolour versions. In more cottony versions,
they’re cut, cut-out, and printed in neat flat planes;
embroidered in serial rhythms; they trace out
graphic and full guipure, and smart-looking eyelet
embroideries.

LINEAESSE - LDS - GLARE (IT) 5L43
FANCYROSES BY RODILOSSO (IT) 5E39

CHEERY STRIPES

FAR-OFF WANDERINGS

Everything but classic or tame, stripes, whether
club or deckchair-inspired, invigorate everyday
silkies and cottons with cheerful harmonies and
wide repeats. They update lace and add to pleats
to create moving geometries. Cutting across prints
and silkies, spring summer 2020 stripes disrupt
pre-printed grounds, motifs are hatched or barred
and flowers play hide-and-seek on opaque/
transparent weaves.

Patterns drawn in felt-tip, paintbrush and
brush steer clear of clichés when interpreting
ethnic codes. Supple, hand-painted geometries
are just as inspired by boubous, voodoo motifs and
a Tiki aesthetic as they are by Cubist paintings.
Exotic, colour-saturated flowers and supercharged
Madras visually explode, while lush palms
and foliage are observed at night, fostering a
certain uneasiness. Pareos cross with scarves,
with highly composed patterns that carefully
position mysterious creatures and vegetation.
Zebras, giraffes and parrots crop up in humorous
illustrations, or their feathers and skins are freely
reinterpreted. Tribal embroidery and lace are
worked in graphic flat planes, in abstract triangles
and diamonds.

ARTISTIC HAZE
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PRECIOUS SURFACES
Iridescent, sprinkled, crystallised... lace,
embroidery and silkies display all their richness
in monochrome shines and filtered metallics.
Patterns fade into the light of yarns, lace sparkles
like Champagne or disappears under beads and
sequins, embroideries and guipure are adorned in
a froth of mother-of-pearl, and raw meets precious.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

RICAMIFICIO VITTORIO VANONI (IT) 5L18 5M17

A journey into hesitancy and motion lends
jacquards, organzas and opulent silks a quite
poetic simplicity. Evening fabrics greedily
cultivate an ambiguity between plain and
decorative. The eye loses itself in dilutions with
no discernible contours, in delicate colours
that change imperceptibly, in long graduated
tones over a fabric’s full height or width, and
in watercolour-spray prints. For everyday wear,
tie-dyes are paler, more diluted, and splotches
diffuse into transparency.

The season’s Essentials compose a very spirited harmony, full of lightness in motion, fleeting
tracing-paper transparencies, moving iridescent lights and vibrant colours that enliven plains
and highlight shirting and suiting patterns.
SOKTAS DOKUMA (TR) 6H2

SHIRTS
Borderline translucence: lightness without
transparency, or transparency with character.
Classics and semi-plains updated by their weights,
large-checked linen voiles, fine gauzes, shivering
tracing-papers.
Muted: jacquards with yarn or weave irregularities,
no-contrast semi-plains. Softly faded checks and
stripes, a neo-country spirit delicately drawn on
ecru or sunny grounds.
Bold stripes: nautical versions drawn in coloured
pencil or neon highlighters to rev-up city shirts,
or boldly exotic versions on linen grounds.

TOPS
BLOUSES
Weightless textures: filtered transparencies
enlivened with fine linen slubs and sheer cottony
overlays. Delicately turbulent translucent silkies,
shivering crepons, light seersuckers. For evening,
super matt silky organzas and light clouds of silk.
Petal-like softness: caressing satiny fabrics, sanded
crepes with tiny matt grains, surfaces sprinkled with
light.
Crystallized sparkles: for dressy looks, cellophane
transparencies, mousseline and voile with iridescent
reflections, silkies and figureds with a delicately shot
paleness, whitened rainbows, scarab and dragonfly
metallisations.
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TEE-SHIRT KNITS
Tactile sensations: crepe jerseys, crystallised
synthetic voiles, dry and slippery fluids. Enlarged
honeycombs, net and tulle structures to update sport
mesh. Graphic or monochrome stripes, set off by
texture and plays on stitch points. Linen terry and
jerseys for new sensations.

DENIM
Uniform treatments: soft and regular washing-outs,
updated snowy whitening.
Fantasy on the menu: linen slubs, jacquards, prints
or even embroidery for enriched tone-on-tone
surfaces.

Impeccable cottons: firmly-set structures,
fine yarns, smooth surfaces without any roughness
or visible weaves, dense and uniform cottony knits
for simple, durable, good quality casualwear.

BEPPETEX (IT) 6L20 6M17

MEN’S AND WOMEN’S SUITS /
PANTS / JACKETS

WOMEN’S SUITS / SKIRTS /
DRESSES / PANTS

Virtuoso fineness: cotton or wool gauzes so fine
they aren’t transparent but merely naturally
‘air-conditioned’. Wool voiles so fine and dense
they’re opaque, with soft, fresh handles for
body-skimming suits.

Fresh or lineny fluidity: slippery, heavier suit
and dress weights for a “full” fluidity in knits or
wovens. Glazed, sanded and structured crêpes,
cold piqués. Springy viscose, Cupro, acetate and
polyamide. More fluid and cooler linen blends.

Tamed linens: a citified linen, extremely refined
with almost imperceptible slubs and barely speckled
aspects, not quite perfect surfaces with
the semblance of crepon or very slightly visible
washing-outs.

Moving surfaces: fine seersuckers, small cloqués
and dynamic pleats ready to dance around the body.

Lit-up jackets: classic Prince of Wales and yarndyeds highlighted with flashy or even fluorescent
coloured threads, plaids veering towards
hyper-coloured and madly tropicalized madras.

Bold gleam: perfectly smooth satiny textiles and
silkies with wet reflections to bounce back light,
luxurious silks with strange rubbery handles. Plain
and coloured lamés that explore the season’s fresh
palette.

TRENCHES / JACKETS /
COATS FOR SUMMER
City silkies: 100% synthetic plains or yarn-dyeds
for tomorrow’s new classics, coats and jackets to be
glued-welded. Raincoats with elegant semi-technical,
semi-silky reflections, for functional and spacesaving featherweight overcoats.

Runny fluidity: fine, fluid and relaxed fleece, Lyocell
or Cupro blends to accentuate slipperiness, rubbery
and extra-stretchy sensations, enrobing handles.
CASUAL / DENIM
No-gender fluids: pant weights grow lighter and
more fluid thanks to Lyocell and Cupro for fresh,
natural comfort. The discreet irregularities of linen
and cotton lend character to handles.

FA B R I C S · E S S E N T I A L S - H A L L 6

Citified stripes: sunny, wider, livelier ticking stripes,
lighter-weight Oshkosh, fresh seersuckers bridging
casual and suiting styles, a gently modernised
peasant spirit.

ALIBI (IT) 6M8

Iridescent plastics: plasticised transparencies as
pearly as soap bubbles; transparent vinyl coatings
glazing colour-wovens, suitings and cottons without
masking them.
Eye-catching tweeds: high-colour colourways
right up to fluorescents, lit up with iridescent or
crystallized sparkles. Spectacular canings, rustic
gauzes and cotton canvas that redesign rawness with
precision and more lightness.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

The season’s fabric highlights for the fluid and tailored markets: all silhouettes, whether sharply cut, relaxed,
softly flowing or highly tailored. Key cotton, linen, woollen and synthetic products for knit or woven tops,
dresses, pants and jeans, women’s and men’s suits, jackets and outerwear.

FA B R I C S · E S S E N T I A L S - H A L L 6

ESSENTIALS
SELECTION

HALL 6

L E AT H E R - H A L L 3

L E AT H E R - H A L L 3

LEATHER
SELECTION

HALL 3

The fashion trends and the colours of the spring-summer
20 season are illustrated by an eclectic and inspiring selection
of leathers and skins.

PROPEAUX (FR) 3G29

A season where materials should be
seen from 180°, where quality, synonym
of innovation and research, does not mean
one cannot have fun. The materials of
the season are an invitation to sensual
immersion and opt for materiality, or are
more suggestive and dreamier, evoking
lightness and evanescence and opt for
immateriality.
SOYDAN (TR) 3G49 3H50

ON THE MATERIALITY SIDE

16
NATURCA BY AYSEN BUTIK (TR) 3E81
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A qualitative materiality which is expressed
by the pleasure of using materials that are full
but never overladen. An earthy colour palette with
calm browns, new, more urban khakis, bleached
or greyed beiges, punctuated with vibrant oranges
and muted purples.
In another expression of this materiality,
we find geometric grains and graphic designs,
often inspired by textiles. This essential expression
uses a palette of energetic and elaborate pseudoprimary colours, where reds dominate and combine
with deep pinks and intense blues.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

We find a raw expression here that reveals
dehydrated, crazed appearances, scarified
surfaces, deep and irregular laser cut-outs,
unexpected articulations. And also, ashy, turbulent
surfaces on calf, vachetta, crust and buffalo.
New textures make their appearance with
unbuffed goat leathers and cracked, almost rough,
surfaces. Or the exact opposite with impeccable
tanning and smooth surfaces that give a glimpse
of imperfections enhanced by the quality of the
materials: perfect calf leather, thinned young bull.

Lightness, the partner of this evanescence, is
omnipresent. Stretch lambs are feather light, skins
are open-worked, perforated with tiny and irregular

grooves. A new powdery and lively matt appearance
is far removed from the rather technical, rubbery
textures seen in previous seasons.
This agile and functional lightness is put to
good use to create stretch lamb leathers that are
more inventive than ever. Colours are expressed
by a desire for immaculate whiteness, or are
given a light-yellow hue, a pink halo, a moving and
seductive fragility.

BAG
& SHOE

HALL 3

The “Bag & Shoe Elements” area reflects
market trends specific to footwear and
leather goods, showcasing exhibitor ranges
of technical components and decorations
for these two sectors.

Envisage a season of liberated and joyful accessories
The bags and shoes of Spring Summer 2020 accept differences, embrace change and
encourage innovative functions. They welcome the diversity of shapes and sizes with
good humour and alternate between very heavy and very light, combining materials
and decorations, disrupting or enhancing standards, and providing an indispensable
functionality.

L E AT H E R - B A G & S H O E S - H A L L 3

Effects of light, shine and lustre are renewed.
Subtle pearl, a hint of marbling, iridescent crumpled
silver leaf, folded, perforated origami. Gold goes
white, it is barely visible, often matt, and sometimes
lightened to a pale yellow. Changing colours are less
present and their effects are milder.

L E AT H E R - B A G & S H O E S - H A L L 3

ON THE
IMMATERIALITY SIDE

FEET ON THE GROUND
The revenge of the wanderers: adventurers of the
city, glamorous urbanites play at being hikers and
wanderers. They accumulate utilitarian elements,
but then don’t use them.
Materials are natural or appear to be: horn, bamboo,
eroded leather, frayed denim, raw weavings.
A quest for artisanal references: hand stitching,
solid carved wood. And a sophistication of trekking
standards: all-over camouflages and animal prints.

WITHOUT COMPLEX
Joyful simplicity: uninhibited bags and shoes
interpret “singing in the rain” even when the sun
shines. We disrupt utilitarian elements in their
function: bungee cord, halyard cord, sheathed
cable, multicolour striped webbing, neon zips.
Rubber soles spill over. On webbing, slogans are
printed in 3D. Bag chains look like children’s toys.
Pristine colours, eye-catching neon, bright white,
clean chrome.

PELLICAN (IT) 3E41

NO BARRIERS
No need to ask what it’s for any more?
Let’s find out… Bags forget their purpose and
choose to blend genres. Women exchange their
reasonable shopping bag for an oversize sports
bag. Components are oversize, the giant buckle is
the signature of the accessory. The chains of zips
become the decorative element.
A mix of couture refinement and unexpected
pairings: leather and plastic weavings, ribbed
technical webbings, technical caning, moulded bag
handles, elegant shines, surprising colour palettes.
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FRANCE CROCO (FR) 3E51 3F52
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Metallic components: rivets, studs, snap hooks
take on bronze highlights. A range of softened,
greyish, feminine khakis; light browns, warm sand,
burnished gold.
FEATHER LIGHT
A dancer, glam and minimalist: everything is
a pretext for casting off weight, forgetting the
earth’s pull, running in levitation, taking off from the
ground. Mules, ballerina slippers and light shopping
bags are renewed with ultra-light materials and
components: pearly or transparent buckles and
handles for bags, ribbons like a technical organza,
bleached laces, intangible feathers, delicate chains,
transparent heels, uppers in perforated silicon.
White and off-white are dominant accompanied
by bleached gold, brilliant chrome and very pale
pastels, punctuated by bright flashes.
SUBMERGE
Dive into colour: colour submerges components,
materials, bags and shoes. It runs over the
edges and spreads across surfaces. Aquatic
transparencies allow glimpses of the iridescent
shine of fish scales. An oceanic world of blue and
green combine, of damp or desiccated seaweed.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

CERTALDESE (IT) 4A10

Spring summer 2020 trends in accessories and components
for the ready-to-wear market, selected from the best of exhibitor’s
collections, with a focus on fashion and functionality,
plus colour palette guidelines.

COLOUR HIGHLIGHT
Components with solar energy, including
the key shades of “howling orange” and “explosive
pink”; these bright colours are intensified
by synthetic media such as resin decorations,
polyurethane bag panels or polyester buttons.
Colour is also to be found as a coating, like
a gourmet syrup, with translucent lacquers and
enamels that beautifully showcase hammered
metals and sophisticated weaves. Accessories
appear to be in perpetual motion with changing
and transparent colour schemes.

DAZZLING BRIGHTNESS

Full of colour! This will be a brilliant summer,
rich in pigments, which discharges its energy
and is visible on silhouettes.

ACCESSORIES - HALL 4

ACCESSORIES - HALL 4

ACCESSORIES
SELECTION

HALL 4

Light is key this season, colourful vibrations
extend as far as neon, in both the sport and ultrafeminine register. This neon sparkle can be found
on embroidered labels, combined with neutral
yarns in trimmings, in airbrushed decorations on
chains, zips and buttons.

SURREAL FLOWERS
Components cover clothing in abundance.
The flowers of the season are intriguing, opulent,
they bring to mind carnivorous plants with
embroidery in 3D relief, floral patches with blurred
colours, and buttons with exacerbated volumes.

LAMPA (IT) 4G21 4H20

ABSTRACT ETHNICS
Influences are a blend of geometry and
inspiration from elsewhere. This season, ethnic
and graphic patterns combine in abstract colour
block compositions and stripes in unexpected
colour schemes that, on occasion, flirt with bad
taste. Caning combines unexpected materials,
interweaving coloured plastics and noble leathers.
A graphic kitsch that encourages an accumulation
and combination of synthetic, natural and
metallic materials where the visual impact takes
precedence.

SAB - WEIXING GROUP (CN) 4H45 4146

20

HALL 0
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CASTELL (ES) 4F46

SPRING SUMMER 2020

POLSAN BUTTON (TR) 4E26

A forum entirely dedicated to fashion jewellery,
presenting detailed fashion directions with
a rich and creative selection of technical
components, gems, chains, crystals and even
finished items.

Jewellery components this summer are simple and relaxed.
summer 2020 moves away from both minimalism and over-emphasis,
to leave a place for impactful and fun jewellery.

DISCREET METALS
Metals and finished metallics discreetly
support this visual explosion. They will appear
in subtle versions, with retro-reflective films,
gentle iridescence, milky pearls, sandblasted
silver, or brushed gold.

ACCESSORIES - JEWEL FOCUS - HALL 4

ACCESSORIES - HALL 4

JEWEL
FOCUS

HALL 4

JOYFUL RECYCLING
Eco-responsible developments are also
riding the wave of colour with a fun and fancy
recycling that sees Plexiglass regenerated with
vivid marbling, decorations made from pineapple
fibres and brilliant bio-sourced acetates.

MODA-PIERRE (FR) 4F02

DON CUENTAS (ES) 4C03

Diamanté appears in matching shades,
combining a matt or shiny version to create optical
illusions. Resins play with metallic marbling,
for a result that is both coloured and hypnotic.

23
VALTER (IT) 4D05

FRIED FRÈRES (FR) 4B07
SPRING SUMMER 2020

A pop and pristine geometry is displayed
around neck and wrists. Earrings have a penchant
for the mismatched. Constructions are geometric,
with imposing architectural volumes, engraved
graphic lines, or alternating round and square
beads. The shine comes from waxed cottons in
neon colours, or facetted stones in acidic colours
Chains include unexpected imbrications and
deteriorated galvanisation or anodization, giving
the impression of jewellery in a constant state
of flux. Weaves are captured as inclusions in
translucent resins to create completely new forms
of basketwork.

The Designs space presents patterns selected from the collections
of exhibitors at Première Vision Designs, with a special theme
for each season’s display

DESIGNS - HALL 5

DESIGNS - HALL 5

DESIGNS

HALL 5

FLYING THE COLOUR FLAG
Colour is played for dazzle, while flat-tint
motifs are scaled so large they make designs
look almost abstract. Foliage, florals and fruit,
stripes and checks, have singular, eye-catching
combinations, with suggested placements
and invigorating graphic treatments. Collagetreatments and arrangements of ultra-neat or
solid graphic flat-tints, along with pictorial texture
such as the trace of a brush or an irregular felt
pen, bring motifs to life. The interplay of layered
filters injects energy into surfaces, creating new
colours.

WORRISOME FLOWERS
Dissonant associations for grating flowers,
as if from another world: extravagant and
otherworldly petals impart touches of light on
darkened grounds, dissected bouquets emanate
a strange atmosphere and sharp lines sketch out
sinister floral outlines. Stripes mix among them,
creating dynamic, colourful alternations.

SOLSTUDIO TEXTILE DESIGN (RU) 5U55

FANTASTICAL BESTIARY

POINTILLIST VIBRATIONS

Animals and insects adorned in jewellery
and finery are sketched with a high degree of wit
and imagination. They flood surfaces and are
drawn with precision, delicacy and agility.
Chimeras drawn from antiquity, bugs from
enchanted forests and fauna from the distant
tropics are all designers’ chosen subjects.

Like a digital form of Impressionism, microgeometries blur one’s view, and twinkle like
digital interference. Mini graphics are arranged,
interspersed and layered in a repeated and shifted
manner. Cubic lights and halted geometries
alternate randomly or algorithmically, in an elegant
urban atmosphere.

GRAPHIC ETHNICS
Indonesian and African influences infuse
a transporting exoticism: flowers are neatly
arranged, stylised, and mixed with geometrics.
The interiors and contours of petals are adorned
with little dots. Outlines are neat and precise,
sometimes enlarged, and stories are told inside
medallions on structured and geometricized
grounds.

SONIA TALBI (FR) 5W76
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SPRING SUMMER

A summer 2020 where patterns are expressed with colour’s full force and panache.
Played in two-tones or tri-tones, flowers, geometries and abstracts have maximum
impact, for a high-summer atmosphere! Motifs are drawn in solid flat tints or in filters,
allowing the traces of a brush or paint come alive, always in striking combinations.
Plucked from another world, prickly and acidic bouquets mix with stylized, precisely
arranged flowers, in elegant colourways. Imaginary worlds continue to happily inspire:
the wildlife of the savanna mingles with disturbing jungles and tropical forests,
and night-time cities evoke graphic binary interferences.

CIRCLELINE DESIGN STUDIO (GB) 5W32

S M A R T C R E AT I O N - H A L L 3

S M A R T C R E AT I O N - H A L L 3

SMART
CREATION

HALL 3

The SMART CREATION space in Hall 3, dedicated to responsible
creation from yarns to finished products, puts forward the virtuous
approaches of industry players through selected developments
and conferences, highlighting a new generation of values combining
creativity, innovation and sustainability.

TAKIHYO (JP) 5K30

MONITORING
RAW MATERIALS

Responsible production has now broadened to encompass all activity sectors, from head
to toe and inside and out, from plains to decoration, impacting the whole silhouette
and its accessories.

A TRANSPARENCY OF
PROCESSES AND SUPPLIES
The traceability of artificial fibres, found
throughout this season, is highlighted with biosourced viscose and Cupro, and certified supply
sources for wood (sustainable management) and
plant origin fibres. Bio-sourced acetates target
accessories. In leather, the traceability of raw
materials is almost a prerequisite.
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EVEREST TEXTILE (TW) 6J24

FC CREACIO I INNOVACIO (ES) 3A104

THE GOAL: 100%
CLEAN FINISHINGS
Finishings are revisited with cleaner
technologies, free of harmful chemicals, such
as PFC-free waterproofing. Special attention
is paid to water consumption in all leather, fabric
and accessories sectors. In accessories, clean
galvanizing now comprises a significant offer.
In leathers, vegetal tanning produces increasingly
finer and more supple skins and even explores
pale colour ranges and whites. Chromium-free
tanning is also commonly available in collections.

SMART MATERIALS
Plant fibres find new and original uses,
from amalgamated leaves for small leather goods
to pineapple fibres for buckles and buttons.

SPRING SUMMER 2020

Ever more mindful of its responsibilities, spring summer 2020 is moving towards
eco-friendly fashion. The old cult of secrecy is out, and transparency and traceability
are now fundamental ingredients defining a product’s added-value and quality. Style is
in no way compromised by the new considerations, but instead draws on these new givens
to truly embrace looks that are strong, committed, colourful and happy. An ecological
approach is part and parcel of these lively, vibrant fabrics, accessories and leathers,
for responsible consumption founded in colour, enjoyment and a light-minded spirit.

Recycling continues to make headway in the
fabric and accessories offer. It’s becoming a leader
in sports with recycled synthetics and elastane,
and simpler compositions and constructions that
favour post-consumer recycling. Everywhere,
the attention paid to the origins of recycled
materials assumes new meaning, and explores
new supply sources. Even Plexiglas is recycled
in accessories. Upcycling emerges in decoration,
with clearly playful proposals in fantasy embroidery
or wool. Organic cottons go without saying in knits
and for certain markets, organic silk is gaining
ground, diversifying its applications, which have
remained till now fairly under the wire.

Find all of Première Vision’s fashion information
for the season in the colour range document available
at all sales points and on our website
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